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Abstract
An investigation was carried out on CLT panels made from Sitka spruce in order to establish the effect of the thickness of CLT panels on the bending stiffness and strength and the rolling shear. Bending and shear tests on 3-layer and 5-layer panels were performed with loading in the out-of-plane and in-plane directions. ‘Global’ stiffness measurements were found to correlate well with theoretical values. Based on the results, there was a general tendency that both the bending strength and rolling shear decreased with panel thickness. Mean values for rolling shear ranged from 1.0 N/mm² to 2.0 N/mm².

Highlights
- The thicker the CLT panel is, the lower its bending and rolling shear strengths.
- Rolling shear strength values for Sitka spruce of 1.0-2.0 N/mm².
- ‘Global’ deformation results closely match theoretical stiffness.
- Cross-lamination provides no strengthening effect for in-plane bending behaviour.
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1. Introduction
The construction industry has been undergoing continuous modification and improvement in order to successfully comply with the requirements of sustainable development, leading to a requirement for more durable, less labour- and service-intensive materials at a competitive price. One of the most promising materials meeting these requirements is cross-laminated timber (CLT). CLT is a prefabricated multi-layer engineered panel wood product, manufactured from at least three layers of parallel boards by gluing their surfaces together with an adhesive under pressure. The grain direction of consecutive layers is orientated orthogonally. The number of laminates in CLT is generally odd, therefore face layers are parallel to each other. This specific orientation results in excellent in-plane and out-of-plane strength, rigidity, and stability characteristics. The degree of anisotropy in properties and the influence of natural variations, such as knots, are reduced in comparison with construction timber [1-6]. Load-bearing CLT wall and floor panels are easily assembled on site to form multi-storey buildings, improving construction and project delivery time, reducing costs, and maximising efficiency on all levels [2, 7-9].

Many timber species for CLT production have been investigated worldwide. Fortune and Quenneville [6] aimed to establish the use of CLT in New Zealand using locally grown Radiata pine bonded using resorcinol adhesive. CLT panels were generally, but not always,
stronger than their constituent boards. CLT material fabricated using Southern pine was tested in bending, by Hindman and Bouldin [10], to establish the bending strength, bending stiffness, and shear strength. These properties exceeded the published values for the V3 grade [11]. Furthermore, prototype Sugi CLT floor panels were manufactured by Okabe et al. [12] and bending tests were carried out for different numbers of layers and thickness of CLT panels. The bending stiffness calculated using composite theory and the Monte Carlo method was in agreement with the experimental bending stiffness. It was found that the moment carrying capacity calculated by the deterministic design method underestimated the moment carrying capacity of the CLT panels. Park et al. [13] investigated 30 types of 3-ply parallel- and cross- laminated panels from five species (Sugi, Hinoki, Kiri, Katsura, and Buna). They found that the bending creep performance perpendicular to the grain was improved by cross-lamination. The effects of width and lay-up on the tensile strength of CLT were studied by Ido et al. [14]. The elastic modulus of CLT made of Sugi with different layups was measured by dynamic and static methods, and tensile tests were conducted for different widths and lay-ups. The results showed that the variations in lay-ups affected the CLT. The estimated tensile strength of CLT, as calculated using the Young’s modulus of the lamina of each layer, and the tensile strength of lamina were found to be in good agreement with the measured tensile strength of CLT. Recently, Wang et al. [15] evaluated on mechanical behaviour of timber composites. Four types of CLT panels, one generic CLT (used as control) and three types of Hybrid cross-laminated timber (HCLT), using lumber and/or laminated strand lumber (LSL), were fabricated. It was found that the HCLT had better bending performance (MOE 13%-19% higher, MOR 24%-36% higher). Park et al. [13] found that the experimentally obtained Modulus of Elasticity (MOE) parallel to the grain of the face laminate of CLT was much lower than the calculated MOE due to the effect of the deflection caused by shear force on the MOE. In addition, there was an extremely high positive correlation between the Modulus of Rupture (MOR) and the measured MOE parallel to the grain of the face laminate of CLT. Their findings are in line with the study by Niederwestberg & Chui [16], who explored material and structural characteristics of laminates and their effects on the overall characteristics of CLT using modal testing and static testing. Comparing MOE values from the static tests with the values calculated by the shear analogy showed that the results from the static tests were about 50% lower than the calculated ones. This was explained by the high influence of shear deformation in bending tests with specimens with a span to thickness ratio of about 10. Blass and Fellmoser [17] proposed that only for span-to-depth ratios of at least 30 could the influence of shear be disregarded for loading perpendicular to the plane. In another study Vessby et al. [5] investigated the structural performance of 5-layer cross-laminated timber elements, made of 19 mm thick C24 boards glued together with PUR adhesive. The stiffness and strength of four cross-laminated timber elements (4955 mm long, 1250 mm wide and 96 mm thick) were studied during in-plane bending. The results showed the CLT elements possess a high degree of stiffness and strength, and a significant difference in behaviour was found between the two different ways in which the elements were connected to each other. Furthermore, investigations of the effect of different CLT specimen sizes on the tests results were performed. Steiger and Gülzow [18], and Steiger et al. [19] assessed bending strength and stiffness of the CLT by 4-point bending tests of strip- shaped specimens with a width of 100 mm, cut from the panels. For both parameters differences in strength and stiffness of up to 100% were found for strip-shaped specimens cut from the panels. This was
attributed to local defects and non-homogeneities due to the quality of the raw material or due to the method of producing the panels as bending strength and stiffness of CLT panels can vary quite strongly within one single panel. Rolling shear failures, which frequently occurred when testing the 100 mm wide strip-shaped specimens, were not observed in destructive tests of gross CLT panels.

Cross layers in structural bonded timber elements loaded perpendicular to the plate show significant rolling shear deformations caused by the very low rolling shear stiffness of timber. Blass and Görlacher [20] established a characteristic value of 1.0 N/mm² for the rolling shear strength of European spruce, independent of the strength class. Their tests of different timber bonded elements confirmed the validity of the calculation model and verify the value for the rolling shear modulus of 50 N/mm² published by Neuhaus [21]. However, this value may differ slightly depending on certain wood properties such as density and annual ring orientation [17]. Zhou et al. [22] observed that cross layers with growth ring orientation in-between flat- and quarter-sawn could increase the rolling shear modulus in comparison to flat-sawn or quarter-sawn. In another study, Zhu et al. [36] indicated that the shear analogy method could be used to more accurately predict the deflection of a three-layer CLT specimen using the measured rolling shear modulus when the span-to-depth ratio was relatively small. Their CLT panels were made of Black spruce (Picea mariana) timber and fast-curing epoxy or one-component PUR. The average rolling shear strength of 3-layer down-scaled CLT was 2.74 MPa under 3-point bending tests at a span to depth ratio of 6. Furthermore, Zhu et al. [23] suggest that the bending test might be the most appropriate test method for the determination of the shear strength of CLT because it can produce a rolling shear failure mode that is encountered under bending. Moreover, an extensive study by Li [24] showed that the mean rolling shear strength value ranges from 1.41 MPa to 1.76 MPa, and confirmed previous claims that the rolling shear strength is affected by specimen size, loading type and loading protocol. In another study, Saavedra Flores et al. [25] investigated the rolling shear failure in CLT fabricated with Chilean radiata pine bonded with Emulsion Polymer Isocyanate (EPI) adhesive. However, a very limited number of specimens were tested and the study focused on developing cohesive zone models to simulate the cracking in the material. These numerical predictions were in line with experimental results.

Even though the technology of CLT production and the theory of the mechanical behaviour of CLT are well understood [2, 26], there is still a lack of experimental data on the mechanical performance of CLT panels. Since a huge variety of wood species, even of low strength grades, confirmed potential for utilisation in CLT exists, further studies on using different timber species for CLT production should be carried out. One of the timber species with such potential is Irish-grown Sitka spruce, characterised as a fast growing, low density species due to the rapid growth conditions in Ireland and short rotation length. It is the most widely grown species in Ireland, therefore its usage in construction, as a locally sourced material, would follow sustainable development trends [27]. Previous studies, which investigated the performance in bending, shear behaviour, and failure modes, confirmed its potential for production of engineered-wood products [28-36]. Furthermore, the mechanical behaviour of CLT panels made from Scottish Sitka spruce was investigated by Crawford et al. [37]. Two 3-layer and one 5-layer CLT panels were prefabricated using 40 x 95 mm Sitka Spruce boards, graded to C16, and polyurethane (PUR) adhesive. Established bending strengths and stiffnesses in in-plane and out-of-plane were not dissimilar to the
commercially available CLT panels, manufactured in Central Europe, indicating the potential for utilisation of Sitka spruce in CLT. The main objectives of this study were to determine the strength and stiffness properties of CLT panels made from Sitka spruce (Picea sitchensis) and to establish the effects of the thickness of the CLT panels on the mechanical performance in bending. Therefore, CLT samples of a variety of sizes and thickness were manufactured using the technical data determined in an earlier investigation [38]. This investigation led to the establishment of the optimal production technology parameters for manufacturing CLT from Irish Sitka Spruce namely, the adhesive type, the spread rate, and the clamping pressure. For the purpose of this article, the established values were used during the manufacture of CLT panels for the structural performance assessment. Smaller 3-layer panels of two thicknesses were tested in bending with loads applied perpendicular to the plane direction on two different spans in order to determine bending and shear strengths and stiffness properties. Furthermore, larger 3-layer and 5-layer panels were tested in bending with loads applied in both in-plane and out-of-plane directions.

2. Materials and methods

2.1 Materials

Testing of strength and stiffness properties of CLT was carried out in accordance with prEN 16351 [39] for 10 different sizes and test configurations of CLT panels in order to determine the desired properties, as detailed in Table 1. For each test configuration, 3 replicates were tested. Boards of C16 Irish Sitka spruce (Picea sitchensis) of nominal cross-sectional dimensions of 100 mm x 35 mm (for panels with layers of thickness below 40 mm), and 150 mm x 44 mm (for panels with layers of thickness of 40 mm), used for CLT panels manufacture, were stored in a conditioning chamber (65±5% R.H., 20±2°C) for 3 months before specimen preparation. The conditioned timber had a moisture content of approximately 12%, which satisfies the manufacturers requirement that it be not less than 8%. Prior to fabrication all sides of the boards were planed to the desired thicknesses (20 mm, 24 mm, and 40 mm), and widths (96 mm or 146 mm). Also the natural frequency of each board was recorded using the Timber Grader MTG 860 in order to determine the MOE parallel to the wood grain direction, and a mean value of 8160 N/mm² was recorded. Furthermore, values of 437 kg/m³ and 348 kg/m³ for the mean and characteristic densities, respectively, were obtained for all timber used in accordance with EN 384 [40]. All panels were manufactured using one component PUR adhesive (PURBOND HB S309) with a spreading rate of 160 g/m², and a pressure (face bonding only, no edge bonding) of 0.6 N/mm² was applied for 120 minutes. The pressure was applied by a hydraulic press with a maximum capacity of 500 kN for smaller panels, and using steel plates clamped using M20 steel bolts, which were tightened with a calibrated toque wrench to provide the required compressive force, for bigger panels. The total axial force from all of the bolts required to produce a clamping pressure of 0.6 MPa varied with the panel size. Figure 1 shows manufacture of CLT panels using: (a) hydraulic press, (b) bolts and steel plates. The specimens were then reconditioned.

Table 1 Sizes, test configurations and determined properties of CLT panels

| Figure 1 Manufacture of CLT panel using (a) hydraulic press, (b) bolts and steel plates |

2.2 Methodology

The load configurations were in accordance with prEN 16351 [39]. This standard specifies a 4-point bending over a span of either 18 or 24 times the thickness (h) for bending strength
and stiffness determination (Figure 2), 4-point bending over a span of 12 times the thickness for shear (rolling) strength and stiffness determination perpendicular to plane (Figure 2) and 4-point bending over a span of 18 times the thickness for bending strength and stiffness in plane. When the ratio of width to thickness is equal at least 4, bending specimens can be loaded over a span of 18 times thickness, rather than 24 [39]. However, this test setup of span of 18 times thickness was only used to test sample B-3-24. As some of these samples failed in shear and not in bending as expected, the remaining specimens were loaded over a span of 24 times the thickness. The distance between the load points was equal to six times the depth for all configurations and the panels were simply supported. Load was applied across the whole width of the CLT specimens using steel plates of a width not greater than one-half of the depth of the test specimen. The load was applied at a constant rate of displacement adjusted so that the maximum load was reached within (300 ± 120) s.

Figure 2 Test set-up for bending perpendicular to the plane (a=9h) and rolling shear test (a=3h) [adapted from 39]

Testing was carried out in two stages. Initially, the specimen was loaded up to 40% of estimated maximum load, in order to determine the bending stiffness. The ‘local’ displacement was measured by linear variable differential transformers (LVDTs) over a central gauge length of five times the depth of the section. The ‘global’ displacement was measured by 2 LVDTs at mid-span on both sides of the test specimen and the mean values of measurements were used for results calculations.

In the second stage, the LVDT to measure ‘local’ displacement was removed in order to prevent damage. The specimen was then loaded to failure at a constant rate of displacement and the maximum load of the bending test was recorded.

The theoretical maximum bending and shear stress in specimens loaded perpendicular to the plane were calculated using the maximum test values of bending moment, and shear force, respectively. Only tests which produced the desired failure mode were taken into consideration. The following theoretical methods were applied: Layered beam theory, Gamma beam theory and Shear analogy theory. A comparison of these approximate verification procedures for CLT has been comprehensively investigated by Bogensperger et al. [26]. For the theoretical maximum shear stress (rolling) the same theoretical methods as for the bending strength were used, which are described in detail by Li [24].

For the stress calculations in this study, the value used for the modulus of elasticity parallel to the grain was 8160 N/mm², which was the mean value from the MTG acoustic measurements of boards used for CLT fabrication. Since the modulus of elasticity perpendicular to the grain is very low for timber, the contribution of the cross layers to the bending performance was excluded from the calculations. For the Gamma beam theory calculations of shear, a constant value of 50 N/mm² was used for the rolling shear modulus Gₚ, in accordance with Neuhaus [20]. For the stress calculation for samples loaded in-plane, it was assumed that only cross-sections with wood grains perpendicular to load are carrying the load.

The recorded ‘local’ and ‘global’ deflection measurements were plotted against the applied load to determine the stiffness of each panel. Eq. (1) and Eq. (2), based on EN 408 [41], were used to obtain the values for local and global stiffnesses, respectively.

In Eq. (1) and Eq. (2), \(a\) is the distance between the load head and the nearest support, \(l_i\) is
equal to the gauge length (5 times thickness) for the local modulus measurement and \(l\) is the span between the supports. \(F_1\) and \(F_2\) are the loads corresponding to 10% and 40% of the ultimate load \(F_{\text{max}}\), respectively and \(w_1\) and \(w_2\) are the deflections corresponding to these loads, respectively. \(b\) is width, and \(h\) is depth (thickness or high) of panel cross section.

5. Results and analyses

5.1 Effect of thickness on bending performance perpendicular to the plane direction

The detailed test results for the bending tests are shown in Table 2. These include the flexural stiffness, bending strength and failure mode for each specimen. The average and standard deviation (SD) are presented for each group. Typical flexural tension failures are shown in Figure 3 and a typical load-deflection curve is given in Figure 4 showing the brittle failure.

Table 2 Bending test results for CLT panels loaded perpendicular to the plane

As seen in Table 1, the width of the tests specimens varies. In order to be able to compare stiffness results obtained from testing of specimens of different sizes, the mean flexural stiffness results for each group of specimens loaded perpendicular to the plane direction in bending were calculated per meter width. The bending properties calculated using ‘global’, and ‘local’ deformations are compared with theoretical values in Figure 5. ‘Global’ stiffness is calculated taking the shear modulus (G) as infinite and 500 N/mm², the value from EN 338 [42]. The highest stiffness in the investigated specimens were recorded for the thickest 3-layer panels of 40 mm layers (B-3-40) and were 1.09E+12 Nmm² using ‘global’ (for infinite G) and 1.41E+12 Nmm² using ‘local’ deformations, respectively. The theoretical values are calculated using Eq. (3), which based on composite theory.

\[ E_0 \] - mean MOE of the batch of timber boards from which the panels were manufactured
\[ I_k \] - second moment of area of lamina k
\[ A_k \] - area of lamina k
\[ y_k \] – distance from centroid of lamina k to centroid of panel
\( n \) – total number of laminae oriented parallel to the longitudinal panel direction

It was found that increasing thickness by 100% (comparing B-3-20 with B-3-40) results in a significant increase of stiffness values: by 698% and by 687% for ‘global’ and ‘local’ values, respectively. When comparing values for B-3-20 with 20% thicker B-3-24, the stiffness values were increased by 69% (‘global’) and 78% (‘local’), but when comparing B-5-20 with 20% thicker B-3-40, values grow by 100% (‘global’) and 38% (‘local’). It should be noted that the values calculated using ‘local’ deformation measurements presented greater scatter than those from ‘global’ deformations and should be treated with caution. This may be a consequence of local variabilities of specimens that influences ‘local’ deformations to the higher extent than ‘global’ deformation. This phenomenon was in agreement with the finding made by Ridley-Ellis et al. [43], who suggested that the main reason for the difference between the ‘global’ and ‘local’ MOE values in timber is not shear, but the
variation of MOE within a specimen. Good agreement was found between the theoretical results and the values calculated from the ‘global’ deformations. It is seen that the influence of shear on the calculated ‘global’ stiffness is negligible.

*Figure 5 Mean stiffness results using ‘global’ and ‘local’ deformations in loading perpendicular to the plane direction for different CLT samples from bending tests in comparison with theoretical values*

Analyses of the data for samples of different thicknesses for 3 layer panels revealed a good correlation between the changes in the mean stiffness and thickness values, which is presented in Figure 6. The ratios representing (i) the theoretical values, (ii) the experimental values calculated using the determined MOE parallel to the wood grain direction, the second moment of area of longitudinal layers, the ‘global’ values and an infinite shear modulus ($G = \infty$), (iii) the experimental values calculated using the ‘global’ values and a shear modulus of $G = 500$ N/mm², and (iv) the experimental values calculated using the ‘local’ values are plotted. The values for the ‘local’ and ‘global’ (infinite $G$) MOE were very close to the theoretical values, and might be used as indicators of the effect of thickness on bending performance. On the basis of these results, which match closely with the theoretical values, it is likely that the stiffness results from bending tests can be used to accurately predict stiffness values for panels of different thicknesses.

*Figure 6 Correlation between CLT panel thickness increase and stiffness increase for bending (B) samples*

Figure 7 presents the mean bending strength results for specimens loaded in bending perpendicular to the plane direction for different CLT groups. For some of the specimens, minor manufacturing defects resulted in delamination failure rather than bending or shear failure, therefore, these results were excluded from calculations. This also emphasises the importance of proper quality production, especially the bonding process. Only the results for which bending failure initially at the tension face was recorded, as expected, were taken into consideration. The highest values of approximately 37 N/mm² were obtained for the thinnest samples (B-3-20), and the lowest of approximately 27 N/mm² for the thickest (B-3-40). Such values are high for timber of C16 strength grade, confirming excellent performance of CLT from this timber. Based on these results, there is a general trend that the thicker the CLT panel is the lower its bending strength. It should be noted that values for groups B-3-24 and B-3-40 are from one specimen only, and should be treated with caution, however the standard deviations for B-3-20 and B-5-20 are relatively low, and equal to 2.8 N/mm², and 1.4 N/mm², respectively. These strength results are slightly higher than results obtained for CLT made of Scottish Sitka spruce, by Crawford et al. [37], which varied between 18 N/mm² and 35 N/mm². The highest value in this study was found for the thinner panels. For panels that were face- and edge-bonded, the mean bending strengths for 100 mm thick panels was 35 N/mm² compared to 28 N/mm² for 120 mm thick panels. Threelayer 120 mm thick face-bonded panels, similar to those in the present study, had a mean bending strength of 18 N/mm² compared to 26 N/mm² found here. Nevertheless, further tests are required to confirm the observed tendency of strength decease with increased thickness.

*Figure 7 Mean bending strength results in loading perpendicular to the plane direction for different CLT samples (N indicates number of specimens with bending failure mode)*

The values of the bending strength calculated using Layered beam theory and the Shear
analogy theory were almost identical (<0.5% difference) for all specimens. The values for 3-layer panels using the Gamma beam theory were lower by 2%-4%, which might be associated with the usage of a conservative value of 50 N/mm² for the rolling shear modulus Gr.

5.2 Effect of thickness on shear performance perpendicular to the plane direction

The detailed test results for the shear tests are shown in Table 3. A typical rolling shear failure is shown in Figure 8 and the non-linear load-deflection response typical of the shear tests is shown in Figure 9.

Table 3 Shear test results

Figure 8 Rolling shear failure in Specimen S-3-40-2
Figure 9 Load-deflection response for Specimen S-3-40-2

As the specimen width varies for each series, the mean flexural stiffness values per unit width for different CLT samples calculated from the shear test measurements are shown in Figure 10. In spite of the general trend of increasing flexural stiffness with increasing panel thickness, the values are lower than those found in the bending tests. The highest stiffnesses in the investigated samples were recorded for the thickest 3-layer panels of 40 mm layers (S-3-40) and were 6.75E+11 Nmm² using ‘global’ and 1.08E+12 Nmm² using ‘local’ deformations, respectively. It was observed that increasing thickness results in an increase in stiffness values comparing S-3-20 with S-3-40 by 524% and by 601% for ‘global’ (infinite G) and ‘local’ values. When comparing the values for S-3-20 with 20% thicker S-3-24, the stiffness values were increased by 55% (‘global’) and 36% (‘local’), but when comparing S-5-20 with 20% thicker S-3-40, the values grow by 77% (‘global’) and 127% (‘local’). In general, for the shorter samples (S), the flexural stiffness calculated using the ‘global’ deformation is significantly different to the theoretical value even when the shear deformation is taken into account. The flexural stiffness should be determined using bending tests.

Figure 10 Mean stiffness results using ‘global’ and ‘local’ in loading perpendicular to the plane direction for different CLT samples for shear properties determination in comparison with theoretical value

A similar analysis, as for the specimens with longer span (B), was carried out for the data obtained from the tests on the shorter 3-layer samples (S) of different thicknesses. The correlation between the theoretical and test values is less strong than for the bending samples (B), which is presented in Figure 11. However, for this case ‘local’ values seemed to be better stiffness indicator, since shear deformation is underestimating ‘global’ stiffness.

Figure 11 Correlation between CLT panel thickness increase and stiffness increase for shear(S)samples

Figure 12 presents the mean shear strength for different CLT samples when loaded perpendicular to the plane direction. Only the results for which shear failure was recorded, as expected, were taken into consideration. The results for specimens: S-3-20, S-3-24, S-5-20, and S-3-40 were approximately 2.0 N/mm², 1.7 N/mm², 1.2 N/mm², and 1.0 N/mm², respectively. Standard deviations for all 3-layer CLT groups were 0.1 N/mm², and 0.3 N/mm² for 5-layer group. A similar trend, as for bending strength, was observed; the thicker the CLT panel is the lower shear strength.
Figure 12 Mean shear strength results in loading perpendicular to the plane direction for different CLT samples (N indicates number of specimens with shear failure mode)

The established mean values are in agreement with the study by Blass and Görlacher [20], where rolling shear results ranged from 1.2 N/mm² to 2.1 N/mm², and a characteristic value of 1.0 N/mm² for the rolling shear strength of European spruce was proposed. Furthermore, the results from this study are close to those established in the thesis by Li [23], where the mean rolling shear strength values ranged from 1.4 N/mm² to 1.8 N/mm², and were lower for larger specimens.

5.3 Effect of size on the in-plane bending performance

The values of the mean in-plane flexural stiffness (for all 3 specimens) when loaded in the in-plane direction for two different CLT types are presented in Figure 13. ‘Global’ and ‘local’ deformations are compared with theoretical values. In order to be able to compare the stiffness results obtained from testing for specimens of different heights, values were calculated per 100 mm height.

Figure 13 Mean stiffness results using ‘global’ deformation in the plane direction loading for different CLT samples for bending properties determination

As expected, higher values of stiffness were obtained for thicker I-3-40 panels. For specimens loaded in the plane direction, the stiffness test results obtained using ‘global’ deflection, unlike ‘local’, were clearly in line with the theoretical values. The highest standard deviation of 1.13E+10 N/mm² was obtained for ‘local’ stiffness of group I-3-40. Furthermore, the mean in-plane bending strength and standard deviation results for types, I-3-40 and I-5-20, were 16.2 N/mm² and 16.3 N/mm², respectively, with the corresponding standard deviations of 3.3 N/mm² and 1.6 N/mm². The results for both groups were very similar and were approximately 16 N/mm², which is the characteristic bending strength for C16 timber, in accordance with EN-338 [42]. Therefore, results give an indication that for such configuration of Sitka spruce there is no the additional strengthening effect by laminating timber cross-wise for in-plane bending behaviour.

6. Conclusions

Based on the investigations presented on the mechanical performance of CLT made from Irish-grown Sitka spruce, the following conclusions can be formulated:

- The highest maximum bending stress values were obtained for the thinnest samples (B-3-20), and the lowest for the thickest (B-3-40). Based on these results, there is a general tendency that the thicker the CLT panel the lower bending strength. However, further tests are required to confirm this trend.

- Rolling shear strength is also adversely influenced by increasing CLT thickness. Mean values for CLT, made from Sitka spruce, of different thicknesses ranged from 1.0 N/mm² to 2.0 N/mm².

- The highest stiffnesses in the investigated samples were recorded for the thickest 3-layer panels of 40 mm layers and the lowest values were obtained for the thinnest 3-layer panels of 20 mm layers. It was found that the stiffnesses from bending specimens, calculated using the ‘global’ deformations, closely match the results for the theoretical stiffness results. On the other hand, the ‘global’ MOE is inadequate indicator of MOE for shorter panels.

- No additional strengthening effect was observed by laminating timber cross-wise for
in-plane bending behaviour.
- The importance of proper quality control, especially for the bonding process should not be overlooked. Manufacturing defects can result in delamination failure rather than bending or shear failure.
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